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Police drag five from
Indian demonstration
By Joel Beers
Daily staff writer
Approximately 100 people, including sex ctal SIM students. as
sembled on thc step, it san loses
redo al
\11,141,1\ tt ptest
the I S
\ el ninon [clot. anon of
natt
t,...ans from tribal reser1111 nis
I ie iiines1CIN Uere foreibly remos ed twin inside the building after
the) demanded that ihe
S Attiur
Ile
lettel ,,IllIC11111111g the
;11%Crillitent.1 1tuuiit.
t liiiiiuui le10
latiOn The protestei, tettoed to
leave the I S -\ mime)", office
Atm
denied then tequest.
The demonstration at 1 list and
sant,’ Clam ’fleets
ol!2.1111/Cd
flit’ San lose Big \ Limit:in Resistance .1111,1 S111111.111(ill up
S1/..1,,a1c1,(111.. lot the group said
the deithMNIT,Illtin it is intended to
111,1.ease .is’. ;tomes, %Olin Santa
CI,iia Count\ concerning the reloca
ut
Indians from tribal reservaDavid ripkinc Daily stall pnoksurapner tions in the Big Mountain area of
noitheastein A ri/ona.
iii here trying to 111,11\
SIMI alumnus Dennis Falkenberg is dragged away by San Jose police during protest
III) the 110,111,. 1010 liii thi .2,1\ ern_

mem... 5.1511 student and Rig
M0’1111.11[1 gioup member 1)an Wiggins said He :aided that about 10
pe1CCIII of the group’s core mem-

Faculty
delays vote
on parking

Potential dropouts targeted

t

II Shelli
rad
Daily staff writer
Faced with the prospect of voting
on a resolution that asks them to pay
more for parking. members ol the
Academic Senate \tondav opted to
refer the mailer tot i.iimmittee.
This means the liiultx dominated
hod) it ill piiibablx not deal vu ith the
heated issue 1111111 ’MCI in the seines
ter and possiblx otter a mediatin
rules on whethei faculty members
should pay the SI4 1 ’,inking permit
tee.
Faculty members :it the meeting
said that with a California Faculty
Association t (’FAt budget analysis.
serious questions exist as to whether
either students in instructors should
pay the increased rates.

’The fact is that the
faculty pays less
and the students
pay more.’
Terry

McCarthy,
A.S. president

The faculty union study of California State t !nix el sit) pat king funds
alleges the CM ahead) has up to
$42 million to pay tin new parking
structures.
A.S. President Terry McCarthy
proposed the resolution. hut said in
an interview after the meeting that he
didn’t think the statement would be
adopted because it would ask faculty
members to raise their own fees.
Sell interest prevailed.- Mc,Uarthi, said
The CFA and the (’Ski are now
engaged in a tact t ’riding process to
determine whether faculty should
pay the extra tee. A decision from
the mediator is due within weeks.
Instructors currently pay $33.50
for a semesterly parking permit.
McCarthy argued in support of the
resolution, saying that the real issue
is one of fundamental fairness.
’The tact is that the faculty pays
pay
students
the
and
less
more. . . . Parking structure con See PARKING. hack page

Protest concerns lab workers
\ rml
\

Protesters at the l’nhersity
of California at Berkeley
wait atop a crane in
response to the new $4 l
million animal research lab
being built on campus. The
protest has caused
concerns at SJSU’s
research facility which also
houses animals for study.

Photos by N. Ben Weinberg

Sy Andrew II. (dimming
iaity staff writer
The Uniei sit’. if Califiiinia
Iterkelex. known iii’. rut idi as .1
haven liii notes!, his new’ seen a
fenionsti anon quite like this one
feel atop a
I h//ilx peichetl
crane. Mice members of the Coali
lion Against \Nihilism. Arnim,’
Abuse, and tio nonmental Ha,
aids remain sieadlast after a week.
In spite Of a court restraining
order.
Their acrobatic stint has cap
lured national attention. including
that of students and facult) ii
SJSI’
"I think demonstrations like
that could happen here." said Dorothy Malec a jumm maiming in
economics. ’Anything’s puss’
It s been a week since the ’mg’
nal seven animal lights actoists
climbed the steel girders of a con
struction crane to nohniet) The.N
are protesting the construction of
I./C Berkeley’s $14 million North
west Animal I .ab tracifits
Four members climbed down
last week in the wake ol a temporal x iesti.iining order issued last
1.11da) by Judge Joanne Parilli. of
laineda County Superior Court
the remaining three have stirred
concern about whether protests
will occur at S.ISI", new animal
lab, still under construction.
"I don’t think they ’re cra/y."
said Con Schauer. a graduate business student at SJS1’. "I think it’s
fine for them to express their lpinion. in this f ashion

’I didn’t know what
was happening. All
of a sudden I was
on the ground.’
Dennis Falkenberg,
SJSU graduate

hership t
people> are SJSU students
Are +tiler SJSII student. John
Press, said that although he was not
if the group. he did support its
coons

-1 haen’t heard that much about
Ilk’ situation,- he said. "But I know
that I indiatis I are being exploited
and telocated against their will.
That’s mu Cie() thing io oppose.Atter the demonstration. five Big
Mountain members went to the assistant district :Monies ’s office to request iii m ehigaiion and prosecuiesponsible for the
tion of "all if
telocation of Ii ,uhituuui,iI Navajo In Mans.’ ’
Although the five did meet with
assistant I) A I cc Alisehuler. they
%%ere 1(11(1 .1 11,C11111.21 LoUld 1101 sign
111C crimps letter calling for an ins esti plush nor could he forward it
to someone who could.
Altsehuler could not be reached
foi comment.
\Siren the hie ref used to leave
AltsehuleCs ottice. they were escorted from the building.
One of the protesters. Dennis Falkenbery, was physically carried out
by federal officers.
I didn’t know what was happening:* said Falkenberg. an SJSU
graduate. "I was lust walking out
See /NMAN. puce 3

Peer network aids
minority students
By Mary R. Callahan
Daily stall writer
Concern about the aliellati(111 and high dropout rate of minority students
has prompted development ut a new SJSt ’ program.
The Peer Suppon Net iii irk, scheduled to begin operation next fall, is designed to prevent students from "falling thonigh the ci.1,1,.." program designers say
The kex to the program is that troubled students will he assisted by
in making the
students with similar backgrounds and problems
peers
sy stein %VOA for them.
Students front cultural and ethnic minorities ;ire the "least likely to find a
..,1111pUS and are Often reluctant
naturally it t.iirring peer support
to seek assistalice at existing campus services. the program proposal says.
Blacks mil Hispanics have a disproportiiiiiatelx high drop -out rate, said
Shims ot the Campus Ministry Center
the Rex \
iitx sex en peicent it Caucasian and 15 percent of \ shin I reshman entering S.ISt in the tall of 1,478 graduated \\ Oki nine %eats. said lee Donis,.
associate academic x itt pi is dent for under gi .idnate studies.
Humever. only I 5 pelt ent of the black students and 14 percent of the
\texican-American students tracked during the nine-year period eventually
giaduated. he said
Student dropouts often cite financial ditti, Mile, as the reason for their
said Though t inancial considerations often contriblea% olg school.
ute to the low 1..tention idles tor hlai.k. and Hispanics. there are other, more
deepl) rooted tactois involved, he said.
\ laity i if these students are ma placed in college preparatory courses In
high m.114’4,1 and has e not been guided toward higher education. Deno/ said.
See St PPORT. hack pace
I
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Speaker encourages
blacks to organize

a had way to appro.’, Ii he
said John Chipmai.
situation.
let iii ui coordinator for the 1,1
ology department at SiSt 1.
’the court order could mean a
less than amicable welcome toi the
courageous threCSOIlle
-"rhe t owl Nei stales people

mica slat oft the ..1:111e% Or face
lad. tines or both,’ said tom Deb
lex . assistant manager ot I ’( Her
kele% ’s office of public int orma
ill /II
The order was only parhallx it
Ser. PROTtST, hat 1,1i

lark Nloreno
Daily staff writer
Sounding like a pas s fff tate mill
tint of the 19h0s, the man who was
known as Stokely. Carmichael told
SJSC students Thursday that the nation’s current atmosphere is "good
tor revolution.- and called on black
Americans to orgamie toward
achieving the political power that
has eluded them.
ArriC(1111. in AIlleriell will not
have pow el until the masses are orgaTli/Cd.-s,uud K it utile Turc during a
speech at the Student Union amphitheater. Ture provoked rage two dc
tasks ago in young blacks and fear
among whites as Stokely Carmichael, chairman of the Student Mtn Violent Citordinating Committee
and prime minister ot the Black Pan
ther party.

He populart/ed the terms "Black
Power- and "burn, baby. burn!"
Both the media and the government
credited bum with instigating the
riots which erupted throughout
America’s black co lllll umities during
the "long hot summers" of I WW1 and
An articulate man who is soft-spoken in private company . litre does
not deny his part m tapping the frustration and rage that was brimming
in the hearts of young urban blacks
during the co il rights movement,
which led to vvidespread violence in
the nation’s ghettos
"I’m a reVO1U11011:11).- he said
He told the audience of about 100
people that while there are 303 black
max ors. lieveral black congressmen.
See SPEAKER, back page
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Letters to the Editor
Study books, not bodies
Fditor,
In response to Dona M. Leyva’s letter on Feb.
24, yes, it’s true that the prices of our textbooks are
too high compared to those of dirty magazines.
If we arc so much out to educate our children,
then why don’t we lower the prices of books and
raise those of pornographic magazines?
If the prices of dirty magazines go up then the
dudes that are too cheap to continue to buy them
will stop (hopefully).
Just think what it would be like if the
pornographic magazines were removed completely
from the school bookstores. Students would spend
more time studying and less time having sexual
fantasies. This would lead to higher grades and
more intelligent individuals. I could write a book
about this topic, but the Spartan Daily only has
limited space.
Elizabeth Sanchez
Senior
Public Administration

Published for the University
and the University Community
by the Department of Journalism
and Mass Communications
Since 1934

Editorial

Early death benefits
help AIDS sufferers
A Canadian insurance company has shown the
United States that compassion and profit make
good business partners. It’s now up to North
American companies to make the two items work
on their agendas.
The Canadian operation of the Prudential
Insurance Co. of America is paying death benefits
from life insurance policies before terminally ill
AIDS patients die, according to a Feb. 24 article in
the San Jose Mercury News. This will allow AIDS
patients to pay medical bills as they are incurred,
instead of leaving their survivors with the financial
burden. It will also allow them to die with dignity,
to live their last months in a greater degree of
comfort than would be allowed otherwise.
North American insurance companies have
praised the unprecedented move, but words won’t
do much to ease the emotional and economic strain
of the predicted 270.000 AIDS sufferers by 1990.
Currently, United States insurance companies
pay benefits to a policyholder’s beneficiary. Under
the Canadian company’s plan, all terminally ill
policyholders would receive benefits ranging from
40 percent to 70 percent of what the policy will
pay at death. The remainder goes to the beneficiary
after the policyholder dies. Releasing benefits
before death won’t cost insurance companies any
more than afterward, said Ron Barbaro,
Prudential’s Canadian president.
The early release of benefits would also lessen
the dependency on state and federal medical
funding. Approximately 80 million Americans
have inadequate private health insurance coverage
or none at all, according to a major 1987 AIDS
study by the National Academy of Sciences. The
government ends up paying for noninsured AIDS
victims in the form of Medicare and Medicaidat
least $1.6 billion in AIDS funding by 1991,
according to the Office of Management and
Budget.
And state and city governments have to take
over where the federal government leaves off. San
Francisco alone spends $17.5 million in local
funding on AIDS healthcare.
Many United States insurance companies are
doing their best to avoid paying benefits to AIDS
patients, claiming it will bankrupt them. But the
companies are greatly exaggerating their financial
burden, said Benjamin Schatz, attorney and
founder of the National Gay Rights Advocates.
Other companies argue that life insurance
benefits are traditionally given out after death. But
changing that tradition for terminally ill AIDS
patients would make the last part of their lives a
little more bearable.

Campus Voice

No need to punish
law-abiding citizens
Parag V. Patel is a senior studying Business
Management.
The recent Stockton City ordinance is so poorly
writtcn that it has banned the sale and possession
of rimfire rifles, while leaving Uzi pistols
unaffected.
Let’s dispel some myths about semi -automatic
firearms. By design, they fire one shot each time
the trigger is pulled. It has been a federal violation
for the general public to own or possess a full
automachine gun for over 50 years. The term
"assault" rifles is much the same as referring to
some automobiles as "sports cars." It is not
possible to define one without allowing for
individual interpretation.
The Uzi, a 9mm semi -automatic, shoots the
same ammunition that is used in all 9mm pistols,
including but not limited to the Beretta 92, LAPD’s
newest sidearm. Thus, no additional power is
generated because it is an Uzi. Also remember that
there is nothing in the appearance alone of a
firearm that makes it any more threatening than the
next. Law enforcement and ballistic experts agree
that Patrick Purdy could have done far more
killings with a police car shotgun than what he
used.
From 1979 to 1987, Purdy was arrested seven
times and faced serious criminal charges. Seven
times the courts dropped or plea bargained away
felony charges. Then their I5-day "waiting period
and background check" system OK’d Purdy’s
repeated gun purchases. Now opponents of lawful
firearms’ ownership want to attack the rights of
millions of law-abiding gun owners. The basic
freedom and right to buy and own guns is being
attacked.
It takes a court system that puts criminals
behind bars to control crime in our society.
Restrictive gun laws are not going to reduce street
crimes. Some legislators are willing to sacrifice
our guns as a symbolic gesture to express their
frustration and helplessness at trying to control the
criminals in our society.

Water has no owner

7iElf".4 41;;F:444411.415 iC=S-74’

THE DEAR JOHN LETTER

Defense spending needs monitor
President Bush presented his
budget proposal to Congress early
this month, prompting the usual
buzz of criticism, commendation
and speculation over what it all
means.
As always, politicians and
members of the media disagree
among themselves when discussing
the viability of Bush’s economic
policies. But at least they’re
addressing the same issues.
Some applaud the president’s
unexpected generosity toward social
programs, while others draw
distinctions between what was
promised and what’s been offered.
Sonic believe "read my lips" has
become "read my budgetno new
taxes." And others say proposed
cuts in capital gains will simply
increase the tax burden of the
middle class and poor.
Some contend that Bush is still a
wimp, leaving the really tough
decisions to the legislature. Others
view his proposal as a bold gesture.
Me? I try hard to work with the
numbers. I weigh my own priorities
and what I think should be the
priorities of the nation.
I still don’t understand why we
can’t just cut military spending and
put our money into people. It
seems such an obvious choice.
But any way I look at it, it’s way
above my head. An economics
expert I am not.
More importantly, I’m still
fixated on something Bush said

Mary Callahan
during his budget presentation -namely, his appeal for less
congressional micro-management
of the military.
First of all, what does it mean?

The Pentagon
has proved time
and time
again that
discretionary
freedom creates
chaos.
Evidently the president wants
national legislators to keep their
eyes on their own papers so the
Defense Department can wander on
its merry way without congressional
interference.

Fair enough.
Except that the Pentagon has
proven time and time again that
discretionary freedom creates
chaos.
Who does Bush think is going to
prevent military contractors from
bribing their friends in the
Department of Defense? Or keep
military hardware at a reasonable
price? Or prohibit defense analysts
from misrepresenting success rates
on new military projects? Or stop
us from pouring millions of dollars
into useless miracle tanks?
What if another ambitious
Marine and his friends decide to
trade weapons to socially
unacceptable countries?
And who is going to stand up
and say, "If we have to put someone
in charge of the big bomb, let’s
make sure it’s someone not easily
distracted by women and drink.
Well, Mr. President, I say to you
this: The responsibility for keeping
our military affairs in check should
not lie solely with the Congress.
We should be able to assume that
our men in the Pentagon have
enough integrity and moral
character to do their jobs without
the need for constant supervision.
But clearly, we cannot.
So if Congress has the interest,
the stamina and the patience to
track billions of dollars in defense
expenditures and to oversee
development of new tools of
destruction, then let them do it.

Letters Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear from youour readers.
Your ideas, commenLs, criticisms and suggestions are encouraged.
All letters may be edited for length or libel, and the Daily reserves the right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic. Letters should bear the writer’s name, major, phone number and class level. Letters can
be delivered to the Daily office on the second floor of Dwight Bente’ Hall
or to the Student Union information desk.
WE. WoN.
WE WON.
N,A. WON THE WAR.
KEEP TELLING
yovil4LF TWAT

THEY’RE. I( it. LING
us IN EDIKATION.,
TNEy’RE EVEN KILLING
US IN INNovATION

THEY’RE KILLING
US IN UPoRTS.
THEYRE KILLING
iJS IN Pli0bUCTiviTy
HAPP,4
r xc./ORY

I

BUT WE WON
WORLD WA11.
AT LEAST I THINK
WE.

BUT

IN ANY CASE, HERE
I Am, REPRESENTiNG THE
U.S. AT ANOTHER FUNERAL
JUST LIKE WHEN I WA VICE,

Editor,
Five years ago, I moved from Southern
California to the Bay area to go to school. I felt
really good about moving from an area where
water was imported to the Bay area where water is
plentiful. I thought, "No more water rationing," the
Bay area has a lot of water. But as fate would have
it, that’s all changed.
The drought in the Bay area has forced
everyone to cut their water usage by 45 percent. In
addition to water rationing, the Bay area officials
are currently at the bargaining tables with the
Southern California Metropolitan Water officials
to bring more water to the Bay area (isn’t that a
switch). This type of tradeoff is being used by the
Southern California officials as leverage to bring
water from Northern California down to Southern
California.
When I first came to the Bay area, people
criticized me for stealing their water. They acted as
if I was personally at fault for draining the water in
Northern California. This was due to the fact that
in the late ’70s and early ’80s, while Southern
California was going through a drought, Northern
California water officials provided support through
the California Aqueduct (which wasn’t much
support). Well, now the shoe is on the other foot. I
hope you Northerners do me a big favor and don’t
steal all of our water.
The Bay area is finally going through a severe
droughtI hope you Northerners will finally
understand and take notice of what people in
Southern California go through. I think poeple in
both parts of California should destroy the wall
that divides our great state. They should set aside
their differences and concentrate on all the water
problems of California as a whole.
Randy H. Kardos

100W exam needs a rewrite
Editor,
Like most students at SJSU, I am taking the
required 100W writing course. And like all
students enrolled in the class, I had to pass the $25
waiver exam. But because the exam was held
during the winter break, my cost for the exam was
more than that collected in testing fees. After
totaling the exam cost, round-trip gas expenses
from Los Angeles, food and lodging, my cost for
the exam was about $135. I’m not sure how many
other students experienced this problem, but surely
this costly predicament could be avoided with the
careful altering of current testing policies.
But yet another problem concerning the exam
has grabbed the attention of the governing board.
Students complained that the exam was not a fair
method of evaluating their writing skills. The
board responded by drafting and testing a new
exam, which our class took. Our discussions of the
experimental exam led to the consensus that this
exam offered little improvement. Now faced with
the problems of cost and fairness of the exam, the
board must carefully re-evaluate the exam and
consider new alternatives to its current testing
policy.
One possible consideration is to give the exam
more regularly during the academic school year.
Providing the exam was fair, this would give
students two advantages. First, it would avoid the
high cost problems that I faced in taking the exam,
and second, it would allow students access to their
results of the exam earlier in the school year. The
students could then use this knowledge to plan
their following semester’s schedule in time to
participate in CAR registration.
This is only one consideration, but I sin pleased
the board has realized the problems in the current
system and is taking steps to revise it. My only
hope is that it will listen to and address the
concerns and needs of the students before
implementing any new policy changes.
Brian Baer
Senior
Journalism

Got more to say than a letter
will allow?

No NO NO No No
I WON.
I WON
KEEP TELLING
YOHRSELF THAT

The Spartan Daily invites students, staff, faculty
and the surrounding community to
make their concerns and interests known through
the Campus Voice.
You
OKA.?
Slq

All subjects will he considered, especially those
immediately related to SJSU.

sat-,

The Campus Voice is your chance to be heard on
the Forum pagewrite now.
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Typewritten or computer copy is preferred (two to
three pages), and all disks will be returned.
Contact Lcah Pets, Forum editor, for further
information and examples at 924-3280.
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Career center to hold summer job fair

Shadow art

Part-time employment the emphasis; Lockheed, Great America to attend
liv Elitabeth James
Daily stall writer

Summer is still months away. so
the last thing intim SJSU students
have on their minds is preparing to
find a summer job. But resumes, letters of inquiry and applications are
time-consuming details that should
not he lett until finals oeek.
One o ay to retie\ e the Stress of
job searching is to attend the Summer and Co-op Job Fair on Wednesday. The event, sponsored by the
Career Planning and Placement office, will take place in the Student
Union ballroom from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m.
"The emphasis is on part-time
and temporary work instead of permanent career positions. though
there are some internships available,- said Lupe /Amiga, the Job
Fair coordinator. -There’s something for everyone. all majors and
c kiss levels.’
APPronlialelY
100 employers
will he represented, according to /u -

di

David Pipkins - pally stall photographer

ong, a sopl llllll ore majoring in interior design, and Shelley Provers, a junior majoring in interior design, trace the shadow
ii ItaIl% Thomp,on, a junior majoring in art. ’the three students
are vcrrrkiiig 4411 a project tor their three-dimensional design class.

Sheriff’s deputy claims
innocence in slayings
A sher- Thursday for investigation of murder
LOS ANt 1 II S( AP)
iff’s deputy arrested for allegedly in the deaths of three prostitutes in
told
an attor- the crime ravaged. gang Infested
killing three pntstitutes
ney he was innocent amid reports South Central area of the city .
After a weekend review of the evithat ballistics tests used to link the
lacy man to the Crimes might he dence, the district attornek’s office
was expected to deckle today
faulty
Rickey Ross, 40. o as arrested iv holier to Tile charges in liis

Indian
krona/44Jc, /
with In!. 11.1111.1, Ill front 441 me and all
of a sudden 1 o :is on the ground.
An officer noinlved in the altercation said Falkenberg merely fell in
front of him and refused hi get off
the ground. The officer refused to
give his name.
The Big Mountain group claims
the U.S. government has carried out
a systematic policy of relocation
against the Dineli I NaY ajo) and Hopi
peoples that live iii northeast An /ow. This explortatum is based on
the fact that the Big fountain area
has large deposits ot coal and uranium. group members
The purpose of Monday ’s demonstration, they said. .1.1, 144 bypass
normal bureaut_ rails Chili vHsttt opposition and

ciii ci.

Is

lltt,1111111C

s. Mist

’Last year there were 450 hires from the

employ mem
I iskilecil. said
,),,1
go4k1 engineering
lids
hool Ve’re atter ;mild elithneers.

job fair. The employers are interested in

ai

SJSU students, that’s why they choose

41 liminess

It also has

to attend.’

IhLll C.111

- Lupe Zuniga,
Job Fair coordinator
niga.
"A lot of different companies skill
be attending... she said. "Every4ine
ffinti Lockheed to Pacific Bell to
(»eat America.
"It’s more of an information -finding source... she added. "You don’t
need to bring a resume or dress up.
The employers kti41%,. that students
are dropping by betyyeen classes. It’s
a MITI threatening cv .i icr line something up lor
The employers are required to
eral publ ii
"I hope that people cc ill (become
and help us to stop the psy
genocide of a people. said Chemo Candelaria. an American Indian who lives in the San Jose
area. Candelaria addressed the
crowd and performed a traditional
Indian prayer and song.
Another speaker. Dennis Jennings
of the American Treaty Council.
drew a comparison between the des
ecration
of
Indian
traditional
gro,
pr, jteincttls, to San Jose’s urban renewal
San Jose’s "urban renewal has
displaced the graves of Indian people
alI around US... Jennings said ’lire
desecration of Indian glounds and
Indian spirits is nothing new. . . nor is it cord ined to Big Mountain.
"Nothing is sacred in this society.
I’s 1-1’Y 1111,41 is tot sdle 1.1" Ihe

openings in

have

tan .

knovi

Ciuclihic ii"

1,1 ille \ i, 11101, Illi.’ 1111
1.111illc_ t_.1. an

, to :mend Me

iii /III

st.110411

Ill 41S111111115110111,11,11 11CeS15

stikkmis alrea4lk live al.)]
\yolk in rhe California ins ’Foment
,1141 aro rived h. II I ho. is ..1 11(11)1111 k e also %vain to use tlic ioh lair
to familial lie students ysith VOIll we
lii cciii
,ii e.
(
have more gen.
C1.11 11CCti,

-Last Year thoe V,e112 450 hires
\\c have a lot ot isices of robs
from the ciii tan
aildhlc.-cud 1)iane 1.1t/ditilions.
/uniga said
-The employe,s die ink:tested in tIii employ inent cooklinato, ot unreal
SJS1 students.
V.11 \
hcie’s eyerything from
choose to attend ’
si-i ii its
liiv ashlers ft) mechanical
robs is arlable
/mug.’ iccommends that students
\Vv. , mire oil( lii SISI to let the
check tint employers in fields o Inch students knovy \1/411.11N ,ic,ctl,itilc’ it
may riot be related to their minors. ilk’
11.11k.1 iridilytions
said.
Companies sometimes ha%
ireie 5 5S...151111.11 .11Ill
posi
Ill.lIll.111
turns thill regime klivi.nve ilegiecs

VS1111101.- he
pit ithicts ss ith
Lee
.lean,
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.iok at .111
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hecattse petyle do nil hear
dhoti’ it
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rhe
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about it,
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I
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SpartaGuide
TODAY
Catholic ’sew man C llllllll unity:
Daily Lenten mass. Tenth and San
Carlos Streets. For more information
call 298-0204.
Christian Students Fellowship:
Bible study felloo ship meeting.
110011. 5.1. Pachel:0 ROOM. For
more information call 268-1411.
A.I.E.S.E.C.: Meeting. 5 p.m.,
S.U. Pacheco Room. For more in9"..14 1453
tormation

TUESDAY
Campus Crusade For Christ:
time. 7:15 p.m.. S.1’. Council
Chambers For more information
call 294 4249.
Counseling Services: Women’s
support group. 3 p.m.. Administia
lion Building Room 201. For !nor,.
information call 924-59111.
Society of Professional Journalists: Meeting. 3:311 p.m., I Yo ight
Hemel Hall Room 205. For more information call 1415) 964-2306,
African Awareness Month: PanAfrican Cultural Shins. 7 p.m.,
Music Concert Hall. For more information call 280-0234 or 924-2591.
Steering
Intercultural
A.S.
king legallkdii
C llll mince:
2 p.m.. Spartan Memothe I.
rial Chapel. For more information
call 292-3197.
Christian
American
Asian
Fellowship: .A.A.C.F. Olympics, 7
p.111 . S I Vim:1de?) Room.
Tau Delia Phi Fraternity: IntroStudent Services. For
spect I. 4 p
more information call 266-7687.
Student California Teachers AsPrime

sociation: Planning meoing. noon.
Sweeney Hall Room 331. For inure
inhumation call 268-(i116.
KSJS: Meeting. 5:9) p.m.. Hugh
(frills Hall Room 118. For more information call 924-KSJS.
Campus Crusade for Christ:
Prime time. 7:15 p.m.. S.U. Council
Chambers. For inure information
call 294-4249.
SJSU Marketing Club: Faimiont
Hotel careers, 3:30 p.m.. 5,[I. Cos ’anoint Room, For more information
call 733-1936
Career
llining & Placement:
hi campus
inter% ieu
orientation.
1’ 10
S
Coslaimail Rupp).
I’m information call 924-6031

WEDNESDAY
Campus
Ministry
Center:
1.enten spirituality series. 12:30
p.m.. 3110 South ’tenth Street. For
more information call 298-0204.
SJSU Rotaract (’lub: Inaugural
barbeque. International House (360
South Eleventh Street t.
5,151 Taekoondia Club: Practice. 1 p.m., Spartan Complev
Room 2112. For more information
call 258-98014
Spartan Tennis Club: Weekly
tennis lessons. 2:30 p.m.. Park Center Athletic Center. For more information call 293-2451.
Mu Alpha Gamma: Meeting.
4:30 p.m.. Dwight Hemel Room
205. For more information call 2934174.
Social Dance Club: Meeting and
Dance Practice, 4:15 pin.. S.U.
Guadalupe Room. For information
call 720-9856.
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Fantasy, strategy name of the game
at annual DunDraCon convention
By Phillip Best
Da :y start ve tot

You’ve been transported through
time. You are one of eight guests at
a costume pans being held at one of
those Victorian houses that is
pleasant by daylight, hut transforms
into an evil abode as night falls.
At 10 p.m., the stars will be
aligned in a formation that signifies
the arrival on earth of demon dogs
from the dark realms they roam.
The chance that you will survive
their onslaught and maintain your
sanity ranges from minimal to nonThis scenario was one of many
created for the 13th annual
DunDraCon convention held Feb.
17-20 at the Ilatt hotel in Oakland.
\ pp m’ i mate I 1700 fantasy and

strategy game enthusiasts gathered
at the convention to play games,
attend seminars and trade wares.
A man sitting behind a computer
at the registration table wore a name
tag that identified him as Psych 0.
Path. Across the hall from Mr. Path,
a sign-up sheet for a game called
"Necrophagi: Eater of the Dead,"
was posted on the wall.
Other scheduled games were "All
Hell’s Inhibitions," "Shrine to the
Demon Prince," "Damnation
Sector," and "Beach Bimbos on
Steroids," which was described in
the convention manual as,
"Caffeine -induced slaughtering
entertainment for the whole family."
In most games, players were
investigators who attempted to
disclose the activities of alien
creatures. The Gamcmaster created

the basic script and characters to be
role played, and controlled the
tempo of the action.
All "garners" appeared to share
some common characteristics: a
vivid imagination, an abhorrence for
the mundane and a burning desire to
be someone, or something, they are
not.
"If you have a fantasy to be
someone else, gaming gives you a
way to express that fantasy," said
Rich MacKinnon, who is the
"benevolent dictator" of the SJSU
Fantasy and Strategy Club.
Mackinnon conducted a game at
DunDraCon based on a book he is
writing.
Although death, destruction and
sorcery were popular game themes,

the participants took a tongue-incheek approach to the ghouls and
gore.
However, this doesn’t mean they
took their games lightly.
"Survival tips" were listed on the
back cover of the convention
manual. These warnings seemed,
sans the familiarity of a devoted
player’s mentality, like common
sense. But, at the heart of the games
lies a vague moral code anything
practical or conventional is subject
to skepticism.
A few selected survival tips read:
"Sleep some of the time." Most
games are scheduled to last eight
hours, but some may go as long as
12. Games start as late as midnight,
or as early as 6 a.m., allowing
players to "run" around the clock if
they choose to do so. And many do.
"Leave weapons and masks in
your room, (any weapon, real or
fake, may startle someone into
taking action against you)."
"Eat something besides potato
chips and candy." Garners are
notorious junk -food consumers.
Gamemaster Steve Rogers joked,
"The only sure way to kill a gamer
is to drive a good meal straight

Usa Isaacs

Bryce Johnson awaits his turn at medies al battle
chowder and lobsters," said Rogers.
"Lovecraft hated seafood."
Despite the similarities between
garners, the existence of sub-groups
with strong affiliations for particular
systems and biases against others
was apparent.

’I can’t burn candles and I can’t have
virgin sacrifices on the table because
those TSR (Hobbies, Inc.) wimps are in
the corner.’
Steve Rogers,
DunDraCon gamemaster

bsa Isaacs Dady staff photographe

"sir William the 1.ticky" slay-s opponent in a shots of medieval battle techniques

"True Believer" leaves
the audience with some
unanswered questions
By Phillip Best
Day ste wr

or

"True Believer" is the story of one
man’s attempt to revive the
enthusiasm that once characterized
his struggle against an unjust world.
James Woods plays Eddie Dodd, a
jaded lawyer whose legal practice
relics solely on defending drug
peddlers. Although Dodd is
obviously disenchanted with his
profession, and life in general, he
still manages to sarcastically
rationalize his actions.
The last struggle for
constitutional rights is being waged
over

drugs," he
tells his
Film
idolizing
Review
assistant,
Roger
Baron, played by Robert Downey
Jr. As an affirmation of the
importance of this struggle, Dodd
lights a joint and inhales
appreciatively.

Dodd slices
through this
confusing barrage
of subplots with an
unrelenting
arsenal of one
liners.
When the idealistic Baron shows
signs of disillusionment, Dodd
reprimands him.
"If you want to be a criminal
defense attorney, then know this
everybody’s guilty,"
going in
Dodd says.
"You wouldn’t have said that ten

years ago," Baron says.
"Ten years is a real long time ... a
real long time," Dodd replies with a
prophetic stare.
What happened to Dodd in those
ten years remains a mystery to the
viewer. This unanswered question
is exemplary of the film’s underdeveloped characters.
The direction of the plot develops
when the mother of a man,
convicted of murder eight years
earlier, pleads with Dodd to step
outside his area of expertise and reopen her son’s case.
When Dodd questions the man
about the murder he cryptically
replies, "Eight years is a real long
time ... a real long time."
So the parallel between the two
men is established blatantly.
Dodd is immediately convinced of
his client’s innocence, and sets off
on a crusade to absolve them both
of the unjustified evils that have
been dumped onto them by a
corrupt system.
All that stands between Dodd and
justice are dirty lawyers, dirty cops,
a Nazi supremacist group, a love
triangle and the bureaucratic coverup of a secret witness.
Dodd slices through this
confusing barrage of subplots with
an unrelenting arsenal of one-liners,
some of which are even humorous.
Most of his quips, however, are
poorly timed. Not only are they not
funny, they tend to detract from the
drama of scenes that aren’t strong
enough
to withstand any
detractions.
The anti -societal -we’re -all innocent-victims theme never seems
to materialize completely, especially
for Dodd. The movie ends with
him making a typically sarcastic
statement that lacks conviction.
Again the viewer wonders what has
prompted Dodd into developing his
cynical outlook. The only apparent
cause seems to be his own self-pity.

Dady stall photographer

through his heart."
In one room, gamcrs playing the
Rogers was the "keeper" of a Cthulhu system and garners playing
Dream
of
Dark
game entitled "The
the Advanced Dungeons and
Towers." The game was played Dragons system attempted to coexist
under the system, or set of rules, and carry on their separate games.
known as Call of Cthulhu, which is The environment was not conducive
based on the novels of H. P. to cooperation.
Lovecraft.
"I can’t burn candles and I can’t
The premise is that an alien race have virgin sacrifices on the table
has been present on earth since because those TSR wimps are in the
before the time of man, explained corner," said Rogers. TSR Hobbies,
player John McCallister. "Man is Inc., is the manufacturer of
now ruling the earth and the Dungeons and Dragons. The game,
creatures have gone into hiding, but first marketed
in 1973, sparked
they have not been forgotten."
wide-spread interest in fantasy role
"All the monsters are a playing.
combination of lime Je11-0, clam
Many of the people who have

become involved in fantasy games
got their start as teenagers playing
Dungeons and Dragons, said
MacKinnon. Since then, some have
moved on to what they consider to
be more sophisticated games, while
others have remained devoted to
their first love.
Perhaps the most fanatic fantasy
fans at the convention were the
members of the Society for Creative
Anachronisms. The SCA is, for tax
purposes, a non-profit research and
education organization devoted to
the recreation of the Middle Ages,
said member Frank Beyer. The
group was present at DunDraCon to
display their armor and weaponry,
and to give fighting exhibitions.
The factor differentiating SCA
games from other fantasy games
played at the convention was the
physical confrontation. The average
board games and role playing games
were actually more violent than the
SCA games, but it was a vicarious
violence.
Morgan Hua, who works in the
field of computer science, stands
about five feet, six inches tall and
weighs about 130 pounds. He
doesn’t look like he would last very
long in a medieval battle, but his
size didn’t stop him from being the
Gamemaster for a game he created.
"As Gamemaster, you not only
experience the action of the game,
you also get to change the script ,"
Hua said.

Pub’s atmosphere - and alcohol - changes
By Matthew D. Anderson
Daily staff writer

Spartan Pub patrons arc getting
better music, but less beer for the
money.
Instead of haphazard garage
bands, the pub now offers "quality"
jazz, blues and Top 40 music, said
Manager Steve Doo.
At the same time, the pub has
replaced its 60-ounce beer pitchers
with 48-ouncers. Despite the 12ounce difference, the price of a
pitcher has only dropped 30 cents
from $4.25 to $3.95.
The music change comes as a
result of complaints that the quality
of pub entertainment was on the
decline, Doo said. Some customers
even preferred to drop live music
completely, rather than listen to
what was being offered.
The smaller pitchers, though, are
the brainchildren of pub officials, as
part of their effort to have
customers
focus
on
the
entertainment rather than the
alcohol.
On Tuesdays and the first
Thursday of each month, the pub
will book bands requested by
students, and Monday and
Wednesday will be "hang-out"
nights with no bands, he said.
The second Thursday of the
month will bring the bluesy sounds
of Night Cry. When the band
performed last Thursday, the bar
nearly doubled its sales and people
were lined up outside to get in, a
pub employee said.
Lights Out will appear on the
third Thursday of the month, Doo
said. In addition to rhythm, blues
and soul, the new Bay area band
plays songs by Top 40 musicians,
including Tower of Power and
Steve Winwood.
The group appeared in the pub
Feb. 2, and "really had the place
jumping," said Craig Rood, a pub
patron. "They are the perfect band
for college students to enjoy."
Every fourth Thursday brings The
Book and its Top 40 music.
By offering more pop music, the
pub will "provide the customers
with more of what they want," Doo
said.
But music isn’t the only new

wrinkle in pub entertainment.
Two new standard-sized television
sets have been added, and the pub’s
big -screen television is only
brought out for major sports events,
such as the NCAA basketball
tournament and other events "that

the students demand it for," Doo
said

with the champ’s name will hang on
the wall.

Plus, a once-a-month basketball
contest on the coin-operated hoop
machine will be held. The winner
will receive a trophy, and a plaque

After spring break, the pub will
host an amateur comedy night.
The response has been favorable so
far.
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Jackson wraps up last tour - ever

Lighting up

By Velina Nurse

September after the August release
of the album "BAD," which
generated five number one singles,
according to the public relation.;
firm of Solters, Roskin and
Friedman.
The album went number one in 25
countries and sold over 20 million
copies 6.5 million of those in the
United States.
His last and only solo world tour
was nothing short of spectacular,
crossing all cultural barriers and
playing to more than 4.4 million
people. He set records with seven
sold-out dates at London’s 72,000
seat Wembley Stadium and another
14 sold-out dates at Tokyo’s 40,000
seat "Egg Dome," to name a few.
After 25 years of
One of the most stunning nights of
the European tour was the
singing, dancing,
performance at the Berlin Wall. The
concert drew 65,000 fans to the
and screaming
West Berlin side while a police not
place on the other side of the
fans, Jackson said took
Wall, driving away thousands of
fans who had come to hear Jackson’s
he will pursue an
music.
Since the tour’s beginning,
acting career and
Jackson released the video
"Moonwalker," 94 minutes of
continue on with
Michael Jackson’s magical, mystical
world of song, dance, imagery, and
his musical
special effects. Once again, he made
than
recordings, leaving history by selling moremaking
500,000 copies world-wide,
it the number one home video and
the concert halls
surpassing the sales of his "Thriller"
video, which is in the number two
behind.
spot.
A relationship that will go on to be
recognized as one of the most
recordings, leaving the concert halls powerful, wonderful and sure-fire
behind.
musical teams in the industry is the
The tour was launched in
Special to the Daily

Baseball players throw up their
hats, boxers throw in the towel, and
the calvary surrenders a battle with a
white flag.
Michael Jackson recently wrapped
up his "BAD" solo world tour,
grossing in excess of $125 million,
’)y retiring his sequined glove, white
and
the
infamous
socks,
pennyloafers.
After 25 years of singing, dancing,
and screaming fans, Jackson said he
will pursue an acting career and
continue on with his musical
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Velina Nurse

Special to the Daily

Michael ,Jackson at his last Los Angeles performance

SJSU commuters express themselves
via license plates in "battle of wits"

Joe R Viilacri - Spec ,at to the Roy

SJItill students Minh Nguyen, Dung Nguyen and Phan Pliant performed in a skit during the Vietnamese Neyy Year Program Saturday at Morris Dailey. Auditorium,
collaboration of Michael Jackson
and producer Quincy Jones.
The teaming of Jackson and Jones
on "Off The Wall," "Thriller," and
"Bad" has presented an ensembled
view of Jackson at his best.
But Jackson, the man, is no
stranger to the world that watches
his every move. Jackson has
contributed hundreds of thousands
of dollars to various charities,
hospitals, colleges, causes, and
organizations. His magical glove has
touched people of all races, colors,
cultures, ages, and genders. From

diplomats to burn victims. From
Kansas City to Japan.
Despite the media’s stabbing and
ridicule, no one can deny that the
man is a little "Off the Wall,’
"Bad," and a "Thriller."
Perhaps Jackson will ietire front
the obvious aspects of the music
business, but the legacy is far from
over.
Velina Nurse, an SJSU
photojournalism student, attended
Jackson’s concert in Los Angeles,
last month.
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The license plate of this unidentified motorist sums it up
By Steven Musil
Daly staff writer

Many SJSU commuters are
trapped within their iron horses,
drudging to school in stop-and-go
traffic to the soothing sounds of a
morning disc jockey on speed.
Other than doing the morning
facial repair or imitating Madonna,
there isn’t much to keep the lonely
driver occupied during this solitary
exile. Many people resort to traffic
games, like those we played as
children in the family auto headed
cross-country to visit Grandma.
Today’s version resembles "license
plate poker," but the difference is
that the players can become active
participants.
Vanity license plates came to
California in 1970 to add some
strategy to the game and to benefit
the Environmental Plate Fund,
according
to
Ron
Smith,
Department of Motor Vehicles
representative.

Si.)

’It gives a little
insight into the
personality of the
owner.’
Candy Schuster,
SJSU student
Many of the students at SJSU
participate in this battle of wits,
which tests one’s imagination and
powers of perception. Often the
plates reflect the personality of the
driver.
"I’m a gearhead," said Glen
Lynch, a senior majoring in
industrial technology. Lynch drives
a Chevy ZIO with a plate that reads
"Z10." "They only made about 200
of them, so they’re kind of rare.
When I drive down the street, I
want people to know what kind of
car it is."
"CAANDY" is the plate on Candy
Schuster’s Toyota Scntra sport
coupe. Schuster, a creative arts
senior, said the plate gives her car
"character."
"It gives a little insight into the
personality of the owner." She
added that she gets both strange and
humorous reactions to her plate.
"Guys in gas stations sometimes
make smart remarks," Schuster
said. "The reactions from children
are the funniest. They think my car
is made of candy."
"I get some pretty funny looks,"
said Mike Hornbuckle, a junior
majoring in industrial technology,
whose plate reads "BUD-Y-SSR."
"My brother and I have been
collecting beer cans and bottles
since I was 14. Budweiser was the
easiest to collect, so it seemed like
the logical choice."
Some plates symbolize family
unity, according to Tina Nelson,

the owner of a vintage Mustang
with the plate "TNTS 86."
"It stands for mine and my
husband’s name," said Nelson, a
graduate student majoring in social
work. "But I had it before we were
married. It was a graduation
present to myself when I graduated
an 1986."
Sports fans are also participants
in the license game. Jennifer Vnu,
a senior majoring in computer
science, was driving her
boyfriend’s car sporting plates that
read "16 FLYER."
"My boyfriend really likes the
Philadelphia Flyers and number 16,
Bobby Clark, is his favorite
player," she said.
But students aren’t the only
people participating in the game.
Several professors are also
involved. "SJS PROF" belongs to
Ed Sobsczak.
"It was a gift from my son," he
explained. "When I went to visit
him, people were passing me
honking their horns. This makes

me think they’re from San Jose
State."
Sobsczak said it isn’t always easy
owning his plate.
"I’m becoming a better driver. I
have to be very careful with my
driving because I represent San
Jose State."
Professor Winfeild Salisbury
offers a psychological twist to his
plate. The sociology professor,
whose plate reads "JUNGSTR,"
aaid his plate is a play on words.

"I teach a course c.. Jung, dreams
and personality growth. I’m one of
Jung’s youngsters."
Anyone with a car can join the
license plate game. More than one
million California residents
currently participate, according to
Smith. To join, one merely needs
to pick something clever (within 8
digits) that hasn’t been chosen and
pay the $35 start-up fee and yearly
S20 membership dues to the DMV.
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SJSU Professor Ed Sobsczak displays a plate of pride
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SJSU gets by USF 5-4; look to end Santa Clara jinx
By 1)enise Zapata
start writer
1)iiring a busy weekend. the S1 St
team
came trom behind tw ice to retain its NI lc t ILo, d at 15
0
In a 5 4 contetence wiuu riser UM’ Saturday and a 1 Ieshitnition game against the National BaseS V.111
ball Institute sit Canada Sunday. the Spartans displayed
s
then vs III ti iii
hir 11.1.1111 110.0 says die.- said Spartan pitcher Chris
Martin.
Atter a sluggish start in Satiiida%’s game. the Spartans came trom behind to w iii iii 11 innings
I
beat the Hons atiei losing to them lour times
List year. improy mg their season lecord to 15 0 Including last seds011 %Allis. 5.151. simentlY has the longest
Yy inning sneak iii the nation ai S.1,1111L1s
Nlajtill 14 (I) pitched .1 oimplete game. striking out
the first Once hatters in the hottom 01 the I I th to clinch
the N
"II LO1111.111l haYe ended airy hettei.- Martin said. "It
hook euidunc"
kk
11,1 Comi scoied the lust 11111 in the top of the
iisi on an Irt Ill hy \ like Cionzalcs. the Dons came hack
iii Siam.’ Oil CC I
in the bottom .1 the hist
I moil the h,,nom of the
The simitaiis nailed
iomiti ’I hell 1 SI ’s Rick Hold]. !cached when SJSl’
yemei tickle) tidy Com) slipped and missed a tk hail
on the erim when 11.1idis scored on
the I tons
a double by 1 ed I angow ski, incicasing then lead to 4- I
sills.’
temained
The
4-1 until the Spartans came io
Daily

lute in the top ot the seventh.
In the top of the 11th, SJSU capitalized on USF errors. Mike 11% III reached base on a error by pitcher FA
Paulus. A sacrifice bunt by Kevin Tannahill advanced
pinch -runner Brad Momhinweg to second.
The Dons floundered again when shortstop Ernie
Heath hobbled a grounder by Anderson. With runners Oil
first and third. Andy Coan knocked in the winning -run
with a double. "I was calm,- (’oan said. "I knew if they
threw a good pitch. I’d hit it.SJSU Coach Sam Piraro said he expected a tough
game. Scoring early in the game was a concern of Pira
ro’s. is SIM. I has struggled at times offensively
"11 x ds fun game for the players.- even though
rum % as tie, titis throughout the game.
-Aty stomach is hurting now,- he said.
Iii Silliday,’s contest. the Spartans ONCIV:1411C
rilf) deticii to post an 11 -5 evhdlition victory over the Na
Ilona! Baseball Institute of Canada.
The Spartans got off to another slow start against the
Blues. not getting their first hit until the third inning and
not pushing a run across until the bottom of the fourth.
"Most of our games we have been behind and been
behind in the first inning." Piraro said. "You only can
comeback SO many times.
counted the other day and we’ve come from be
hind nine times this season. It’s important that we shot
the opponent
ii .111l1 Shut them down m the first in

1111111111111111

4

4,

Hill I’
B111)

Stockwell Jr. contributed to this report.

Spartans put 18 game streak on the line
lii story.

By Matthew D. Anderson
Daily staff writer

While the story continues, so does

the SJSU winning streak.
SJSU extended the nation’s longest
unbeaten string to 18 games with an
11 -inning 5-4 victory over USF in
San Francisco on Saturday. The victory improved the Spartans record to
15-0, the best start in the schools

SJSU improved its position in the
national rankings, moving up to
11th
in
the
Collegiate
Baseball/ESPN poll and 171h in the
Baseball America poll.
The Spartans go on the road to
face Santa Clara University this
afternoon at 2:30 p. m. at Buck
Shaw Stadium.

Women’s streak ends at one

Right-hander Donnie Rea (3-0)

will get the start for SJSU while
Greg Gohr, a right-hander gets the
call for SCU.
The Broncos are off to a 10-6 start
this year and have what some scouts
consider two of the best players on
the West Coast in shortstop Matt
Toole and catcher Troy Buckley.
With the two game sweep of USF,
the Spartans beat a team that they
lost to four times last season,.

".14.

Larry Strong Daily stall

photographer

Nen Henderson avoids the tag of Canada’s Day e ’mites to steal second base in the Spartans’ 11-5 win

By Rob Lyon
Daily staff writer

UOP (2-14 in conference, 4-21
overall) defeated the Spartans earliAfter losing 14 straight games this er this year, 59-54.
year, and 46 consecutive conference
In the game against Irvine, forgames over the last two years, the ward Lora Alexander led the
S7SU women’s basketball team Spartans in scoring with 10 points.
finally had a winning streak.
and rebounds with 13. Center Teddi
But it only lasted for a game.
Johnson added another six points,
SJSU was defeated by UC while forward Kim Skaggs and cenIrvine, 55-34, Saturday, effectively ter Karen Smith each had five.
eliminating the Spartans from the
It wasn’t a good game shootingeight-team Big West Conference wise as the Spartans shot just 22
tournament on Mar. 9, and bringing percent making only 12 of 54 fiekl
an end to a brief, one-game winning goals, attempts. Free throws were
streak that began with a win over another problem as the Spartans
UC Santa Barbara Thursday,
made 10 of 23.
The Spartans (1-16 in conferThe Spartans were also hurt by
ence, 4-22 overall) will finish the 24 turnovers.
season on the road, with a game
UOP guard Kathy Lizarraga.
against the University of the Pacific scored 14 points and forward
on Thursday, Mar. 2, at 5 p.m.
Natasha Parks added 13.

r ’Aka!
h,ri

Please present coupon
served until 10:30am
ONLY
when ordering. One
coupon per customer.
One offer per coupon.
Not valid with any
Plus Tax
other offer.
GOOD THRU
148 E. San Carlos St,
3
287-7520

If you want to go places, it’s time for the Americali
Express’ Card.
Because limy you can take advantage of new trawl
privileges oil Northwest Airlinesoiikkliatime
students who airri: the American apms: Card

Trawl privileges that offer:
kr) $99 nnoultrip ticketsfly to any of
than 180 cities served in NorthNORTHWEST thewestmoreIll Ole
l ’tilted States.
contiguous
AIRLINES Only one ticket
may he used per sixLOOK TO US
month period.
SpecialQuarterit:Norliniol Destination Diva no&
throughput /989up to 2511 off the Ioust available fare.
5.000 bonus miles in Northwest’s WORIJOIRKS’

_1

free travel programwhere only 20,000 miles gets
you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies
in the contiguous ,t8 [’Med States or Canada.

R uJ

HOMEY HILL FARMS

OFF

TRAVEL
REATED
1111 SERVICES
an f acne. ,n.00,

Stevens Creek At Winchester
Be!Neen ins Good Guys and Wneoshouse

Not Valid whir Any Other Discounts

S.

And, of course. mull enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
The only requirements for privileged travel: you
must be a Cardmemher. you must he a full-time student, and you must charge your Northwest Airlines
tickets with the Card.*
Getting the Card is easier thati ever because now
you can apply by phone. Just call 1 -800 -9-i2 -AMEX.
We’ll take your application and begin to process it
right :my What’s more, with our Automatic
Approval offers,
you can qualih now

while you’ re still in
school.
Apply now Fly later
for less.

was
1,100b
as ci

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX

M’

Any Medium. Large or Jumbo Yogurt Cup

/Jo:Mole,
$99 round/rip

Fnint At.
$9,irwirultrip

$99 roundtrip airfares on Northwest Airlines.
A special offer for students,
only for American Express Carclmembers.

90

JOS.

riderdah
)

BREAKFAST JACK

FREE TOPPING OR 500

$99 roprirtlerii

r

For further information:
Field Studies in Natural History
Dwight Bentel Hall 136B
(408) 924-2625

11,1A11 f114..lf

BOS

ORD

/iii,/iin

Limited scholarships available.

The Pavilion

r

$99 nwti4ltrip

1 unit, 1 week, NAT S 151
(may be repeated for credit 2 times)
$151

Downtown San

Pisierat
niunif9y/i

DE

March 19- 25, 1989

Yocuett

SEA

.144 Irk (ill
$99

DEATH
VALLEY

ummare

r

r

Siqine

minciailw may apply

Ike complete Ilfter details call 1-14011,942 AMEX Laren Modell liardriwnihtin
lirpreet Trawl Related Seri ices I iimi,on

i:

rychmi No $99 mecher,
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Berke Breathed

Offensive woes hinder lacrosse team
By Steven Mushl
Daily staff writer

The SJSU lacrosse club dropped its
sixth straight game Saturday, losing
13-7 to Occidental College (2-3).
Despite an impressive offensive
improvement, SJSU (0-6) couldn’t
post its first win against the Tigers.
Team captain John Hagcle pointed
to poor offensive execution for the
loss.
"We didn’t set the picks right,"
Hagele said. ’’We didn’t allow our
own players to get open and take the
shot."
Occidental scored first halfway
through the first quarter while the
short-handed Spartans had two men
in the penalty box. SJSU recovered
quickly on a score from Hagele,
who scored two more times on the
afternoon.

SJSU’s Joel Dibble added two goals
and three assists.
The Spartans lost a key player in the
first quarter when Dan Bird was carried off the field after a knee injury.
The Spartans began the game with a
delay of game penalty with two
more to follow in the game. Three
players began the second half in the
penalty box as a result of first half
penalties.
-The ref wasn’t exactly our best
friend," Hagele said. "But that’s the
way it goes."
The Tigers’ first quarter scoring
efforts were hampered by inaccurate
shooting deep in Spartan territory,
while the Spartans were confined to
short passes as its long passes were
ineffective.
During the second quarter.
Occidental took the lead and was
never threatened.

The Tigers scored five times before
the Spartans could get another point
on the board. There was some controversy over scoring during the second quarter when a score was
negated after Spartan Rob Floyd’s
stick hit the frame of the goal. More
controversy occurred when the referees allowed a Tiger score with an
extra player on field.
SJSU trailed at halftime, 8-3.
The Spartans opened up the third
quarter with three consecutive goals
and closed the Tigers’ lead to 8-6,
but Occidental answered with four
goals to end the third quarter.
The Spartanr allowed one goal in
the last quarter, a result of the
adjustments by goalie Jeff Dibble.
The lacrosse club goes on the road
for the next two weeks as it travels
to Irvine and San Diego.

Rocky

Gus Torres

Softball sweeps SCU, drops pair to Cal
By Doris Kramer
Daily staff writer

SJSU’s softball team travels to
University of San Francisco today
after winning a pair from Santa Clara
University at home and dropping a
pair to highly touted UC Berkeley.
SJSU’s softball team defeated
Santa Clata 4-3 and 3-2 Saturday,
before losing 1-0 and 7-1 against the
fourth-ranked Rears in Berkeley.
The Spartans (4-2) went 10 innings in its first game with Santa

Clara before winning 4-3.
SJSU’s Leann Emery started in
the first game, picking up the win.
However, even with the win, the
Spartan’s weekend performance was
not up to the standards of SJSU
softball Coach Kathy Strahan.
"We were very fortunate to win,"
Strahan said. "Although it’s pretty
good if the team plays poorly and
can still win."
The Spartans stranded 13 base
runners ill the first Santa Clara game

Latchkey Diary
"This should not happen. "she
said. "Those are lost runs."
LK’ Berkeley (Y-4) proved too
strong for SJSU.
’It’s still early in the season,’’
Strahan said. "And we lack the experience a few games would give us.
We broke down and made far too
immx mistakes." she said. "Universitx of San Francisco is a good team
aml should good he good competi110II

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FREE VISA MASTERCARD & SEARS
application tor college students’
Just Send
sell
addressed
stamped envelope to K *MATSU
MARKETING, 734 S 4111 St Box
5, Philadelphia, Ps 19147 Apply
today for your future’
NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE? Want
good coverage you can Mord,
We hew quality plans at low
prices Monthly terms available
Call Mark Ffilce at (408)9413-9190
for no obligation quote
STARTING

THIRD world women.
group
only
Serious
Please write end introduce seff
Bow 90645, San Jose. CA 95109
writing

STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll Now’ Sew your teeth, eyes
and Money too Cleanings and 01.
lice visits It no charge For brochure see A 5 office or Student
Health Center or call (408)3716811 In San Jose
408-975-2002
SOUTH BAY BULLETIN BOARD
Something for every interest’ Romance,
/rNndship.
adventure
Leave your message or you can
heir Si. messages from others.
try it. you II be glad you Old Cell
daily’
Messages change frequently Only $2
any toll

AUTOMOTIVE
BUY A NEW CAR hassle free for less
money You pick the model. make
end accessories We find you the
best dell, no obligation indepan.
dent broker, references call KEN
st 728-0639
SEIZED CARS. trucks. Owls. 4 wheelers. motorhornes by FBI. IRS,
DEA Available your mat now
Cell (805) 662-7555, cot C1255
75 NOVA 2-dr, auto, current togs Miry
sell $800. SO 9-11 pm week
nights. all dsy saturdsy Keep try Mg 972.9940

COMPUTERS
IBM TURBO XT Clone, 20 WHO, 2

lions in home country tor consultIng assistance For Into sand
resume to BCS inti.700 St Marys
1400 San Antonio.
Suite
Pi
TO 7020501 800428-2828 Eel 656
FURNITURE CO needs part-time help
days answering phones, Ming
Call Judy. 435.1344 -HARDWARE
TECHNICIAN - DCS seek Jr & Sr
computer Fog major for technics]
position. familiar with IRM 80386
& 60266 PC board environment
P art full Please call Fell. at (406)
437.1003 or apply in person ate
5 00 p rn 10 minutes driving from
SJSU Secreted& or receptionist
with marketing potential also
needed Good English skills
able to operate office computer
pre rrrrr d
SEASONAL & year
LIFEGUARDS
round partitions welleble now
1.5 50-$6 40 is
Lifeguards
Salary
Pool
&tampers 57 00.$8 60 hr

Flexible 20-30 hours per week
Great opportunity for sales Ira,
Mg Contact Lynda at 408-4361100
OVERSEAS AND CRUISESHIPS EMPLOYMENT
Many
positions
Work month - how month Call
(805) 682-7555. xt 5-1062
OVERSEAS AND CRUISESHIPS EM.
PLOYMENT
Many
positions
Work month - home month Call
(505)482.7995. eat 5-1062
PT RECEPTIONIST NEEDED 57 00 hr
Non-smoker.
professional
appearance. San Jose law office.
tree parking For more info call

RECEPTIONIST

P1.

7 55AM-12 30

PM Very busy phones. proles.
slonal appearance. eepertence required English skills. responsi.
Ole.

dependable
non-smoker
S8 hr Sen Jose Corporate Center.
Rosemary McNally, 279-3623
SECURITY

OFFICERS PROCESS

evening process servers We will
train Apply In person Mon -Fri,
SAM-4P141. 260 Meridian Ace. San

4.5 camera. 2 ions
mounts. wide angle bellow Pan.
tae. spot. meter. focusing cloth.
Polaroid 45 holder. Schnader

CAMBO

150mm I 5. & Schneider 90MM f 8
Portable carrying case 5890 320727’7
MATTRESS SETS!’ NEW. BEDS.
Twin $85. full $89 queen $129,
king 1168 You gel both pieces
Bunkbeds $129 Bedirsrms available now it your bed Isn’t giving
you the comfort or the support
you ilk*, why not get now bed,
Our beds are very comfortable &
cheap Call 945-0554

HELP WANTED
YOUTH Enterprise has
summer jobs In 312 Cal cities
$10-14 hr Send 11 for intoryppl
packet AYE Director, 245 Dillon

AMERICAN

DI, Lander, WY 82520
AUTOMATED VAC EOPIFT OPERATORS needed on greveyd shirt
end weekend stilft (28-40 hr work
week) Requires 1 3 yrs mech or
eta sssembly nip or awry ed in
the sciences or computer prog
citizen We otter
Must be US
Call
riehrry
education
100,4
415 493-1900, x443, VARIAN
AVAILPOSMONS
Full and part Ills, permanent posSons *waist:try Northern
Caffornis Nannies. 175 Sam Anto-

CHILDCARE
ABLE

nio Rd. Salle 112, Los Altos, Ca
94022. (l13) 940-7933
COUNSELOR DIRECT CARE STAFF
needed at residential WHIM* to
aining Muff. & Molescont with
mitlan & related diseibilitim Full

TELEMARKETING,

student positions Pay Rale $5.
SS OS hr
Content the Student
Unkm Director. Office for turrher
details
VISA OR MASTERCARD, Even If
bankrupt or bed credit, We gets,
ante* you a card of double your
money beck Call (005) 682.7555
ea M-1103
WAITRESS & BUSBOY needed at MINATOS. It’s not rya a lob Its en adventure’ Cell MIN at 91011-9711
WANTED - COLD CALLING manioc
14’F Meryl have good phone voice

FLEXIBLE HOURS on campus We
need Open Rev Attendants end an
Open Roc Supervloor Apply before Morch tat In live Student Ac.
1101110 & Services Office fleet to

of

economic,

bust

nem, scientlffc & polblvel condi-

Steve at 725-0100

Call

collect

Laugh Lines

ECCLESIA GNOSTICA SACRAMENTORUS For gnostics, religion is

VISA OR MASTERCARD, Even if
bankrupt or bad credit, We gut,mt. you cad or double your

God’s sense of mystery, not
man’s Insistence on dog,. Celebrate that mystery with us al
Mass, open to all. 3PM Sundays

money beck
ext M-1103

at the Wain Chapel of the 151
United Methodist Church, 24 N
5th SI . San Jose We also train

WRITING.

RESEARCH

Re-

Cell Shelly (408)247.7520
Atli’ WHEN OVERWHELMED by re-

gust

ports to be typal. RELAX AND
LEAVE THE TYPING TO ME Grad.
mete and under grad Resumes,
term pews, theses, reports olau
kinds Student rates for Under.

641-5038

TRAVEL

gridsAvalleible day. eves, weekend. by spot Cell Anna 972-4992

MAZATLAN SPRING 1,111EK PART,.
ERS B days to perry or college

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
Sunday morning et 10 45 AM at
Campus Christian Center. 10th &
San Carlos For more Information
about activities. call Rev Node
Firnhaber at 296-0204

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time! Pro-

toury Only $219 by train $439 to
fly Call for into 14100-5264025’.

ressional word-processing say.
Ices Mai Include fast turnaround,
guarantee copy, grammar editing,

TWA OFFEERS SJSU STUDENTS 10%
off anywhere ony fare Purchase
your TWA student discount cord

PADDY MURPHY IS COMING’

laser printer, graphs and so much
more Call PAMELA at (408) 9453862 to reserve your time now

now Also ask about TWA GETAWAY credit card Call Andy et
(408)297-8609. TWA campus rep

Only 15 minutes from cempus
ABSTRACT WE RE NOT’ Academic
Word processing our specialty

TYPING
ACKNOWL

*curacy
Owranteed
quality
Free disk stored. proofing Rae
sonable rate. Were fast, depend-

EDGEABLE in typing that’s tops
Trust TONY, 296-2007 Thanks

able. grammarexparlenced College grads, so call us with pepars,

St SO per page double spaced
Available seven days wady
Quick turnaround All work guar-

report., theses
etc at 251-0449

AA AA.ACCURAC Y,

ACHIE VEME NT,

ACCOUNTABILITY.

tYPell of interests When you hear
something you like, give that por
son call That IP Call today $2
toll, It eny

tesp

AAAA.ALWAYS AVAILABLE AND AT
FORADABLE Professional word

ceasing
reports.

processing. letter quality, roe
sortable rates, quick turnaround

PJ-923-2309
ANN SWORD PROCESSING Theses
Reports Letters No time to type
your paper? Call Mary Ann at

WILLOW

Type

Ctr.

(Sonia

Clare)

WORDPROCESSING

On campus pickup delivery Let.
ter gustily Term papers. group
protects, thee., resume., lecully
protects etc PA. MLA, Turalgan
formats Goal guar (27 yrs cop
Coil Rot 274.3684 (Marry message) Avallabry 7 days week

GO WITH THE BEST’ Top-quality sec roans! **ice for ALL your
WORD processing needs Greer.,
ics charts letters reports menu.
scripts, resumes, law papers.
thew cdl our words work for
you, Editing. grammar A spell
chocking All work done on
PS Law Printer or printing hotel
Your disk Both IBM & Mac II cap
pullers Special student rate’ CaN
Welty s WORDWORKS at 251.
WORD or 253. WORK

professional word processing
with Laser printer Theses, term
pews. group protects. etc All
APA
formats
Including

AN FOPFRIFNCED SECRETARY for
your academic business, legal

51 75 page double spaced GO
pitch) Ouicir return Transcription
Abner:lenservices
sysitsbie
Firenhom arIa Phone 264-4504

group protects. manuals theses.
etc Letter qualltyl All formals
plus WA. SPEL CHEN. punctuaAll
tion. grammar assistance

CALL MRS MORTON at 266-9448 for
EDITING & WORD PROCESSING
ot ryrrn pepers.rowarch protects
& returnee Will gladly assisi w

Work guaranteed Free disk stor
age Affordable student & faculty
rale.’ For that professional. quick

Reports I pplicsfions word prycrrysing
Career consultations
Bay ames el prol*Monel soh ice Career Center, 1765 Scott

& depend.** trrorry-free service
at Rs best. call PAM at 247.2681
(5’ Clara)

WORD PROCESSING irmaription
Term papers, theses, nerunners

Equipment used
Word
Perfect & UPI...Jail Consider.
stele Stamm reeporienc and 101

word processing needs Tenn pa
pers reports resumes letters,

GEN TYPING WORD PROCESSING
tape twist
Wm papers rereports
sumes.
manuscripts
Fleas rates prompt service Copy

PROFESSIONAL

TYPTING & WORD

PROCESSING 15 years experZ.1once Reasonable rates & test
turn -around Close to cempus
Phone 292-4096
RESUME WRITING It

TYPING SVC

Blvd Santa Clare. 243.4070

nrynuarIpts

Fast turner ound
Tree disk stores* Experienced
typist and legal transcriber 3651393

COUnt eipplOSOna’r

Ad Rates

Minimum three lines on one day

flyers,
graphics
HIGHTECH RESUME DESIGNS of
all Nekle up to xecutives We
otter 20 postscript ’seer printed
copies of your resume plus 20
matching meek/pee for rya 530,
FREE DEL’YERY Finelln

Each
Extra
Day

S5 50

$5 75

$1 00

$640

$660

S1 15

$700

$730

S7 50

Si 30

$790

$810

$840

31 45

Two
Days

Three
Days

Four
Days

3 Lines

$4 80

$5 25

4 Lines

$480

$570

$615

5 Lines

$5 70

$6 60

6 Lines

$655

$750

SERVICES

Brochures

Five
Days

One
Day
$3 90

Each Additional) ,ne Add $ 90

agree, (415)9414-9163

P1111)Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)
s-9 I ines $50 00 10 la nes S70 00

DO YOU NEED HELP vrith paper?
E diting. word proceesIng. and re

15 Plus t ines $9000

***h. etc Ann 993-1709

Address

r ntr

Phone 924-3277

Join WSFCU -- Your student Cr**
Unlon-beneffts Include TufflonBooks-Computer I sena Corn -

City R

Savings Rates
Free
-Mans
Chock WrIting cashing
fecturers Hconover (191$.Ve-

State

mitt**

9**04. PrIvilege Call
947-7273 or drop by our office at

WU lir to staff 50 positions 194.011
lion Security. no eep net FT PT,
day swing grew ehths
Weekly
my dental mild benefits We are
looking tor Mondry people to
wory in HI-tech
Apply VAN.
3212

$coff

Oth and San Salesdrar
MONEY FOR STUDENTS?? We match
student. 01111 *Web* financier
eld r.gerdllso at yaw. or family

nciosed

Income Let our unique computerized ending eervice provide you
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SEND CNECK MONEY ORDER
Personals

Ciassaiea Desk Located Ins,de DEIM208

OR CASH TO

Automotive
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Travel

For Sale

Stereo

Typing

Services
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A F ouno

984-

5546 964-0597

PIKM
EVERGREEN

(408)225-9009
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group

mato,

COMPUTER. lest -accurate, near Ham.
Mon A Winchester, Campbell Cali
SHIRLEY et 379-3519 St 50 per

CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced,

Ppers,theals.resumes.
II

English

GLEN area

At SECRETARY WITH COMPUTER
Close to school Asilleble night
and day Rush looser. my sped.
silty Cal Pam .1 )408) 225-5025 or

menuscripts

projects **km. Student rates.
7 min frrn campus nr 680 & McKee

mer

Ann’s. Santa Clare, 241-5490

grammar, punctuator,, and sentence structure (knowledgable on
Turebryn. APA. & Campos! for

5590500. 1645 5 Bascom Ave .
Today Gone Tomo,
CC

PUBLISHING

IBERRYESSA vest To ensure
on
your
paper’s
compietron
schedule reserve your firm early

Print Your Ad Here

ulty Call Wort June I. 1989 end
pet your Orel spot st 1 2 price
Unwsnied Heir Disappears With
My Cary Gwen Cholgron, R F
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Science),

ACADEMIC A PROFESSIONAL deniklop publishing
word pro-
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Classified

SERVICES

onteed
Low rates
Collegiate
Communications Berkeley (415)

San Jose

Let me permanently remove your unwonted heir (chin,

\

Call (805) 682-7555

wets
writhed
writers
writing Catalogue Work

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC - Unwanted
heir removed forever Specialist
your
very
own
Confidential.
probe 247-7486, 335 S Bitywood

tortes

44 CZ CMS= Cs
’-.r.rI\\

Academic, paper, thesis assistance Ghostwriting editing ma-somas, evord-processing All sub-

clergy, both male end female. who
share our vision For further info, -

SERVICES

Wanda Folk

THE RLOTNIK FAMILY AND
new FRIENDS HAVE BE E-N
PERSUADED TO DEPUTE
THIS WEEK’S STRIP 123
THE COMPUTER WE WELCOME YOU TO A SOLID
WEEK OF MEM-TECH
HUMOR AND
ENTERTAINMENT,

lockets Quality work at reasonable rates
SJSU DISCOUNTS
Contact Doug al (408)262-7377,
Monday through Frkley 3.10 PM

(916)

623-1725

Av

Ni.444.1P.

w

clubs. business Custom screen
printing on shirts. swats. and

-- Have
you considered adoption All calls
confldontleff.

--vvrtnees

luebie

salience and refs 196-2374 eves
Nor...maker, no pets

GUARD SECURITY.

10-1".4,J
asi

,

.o 4ee

5494

PERSONALS

bikini, tummy, moustache. etc )
15% discount to students and lac.

cepting applications tor vsliebN

00
DON’T REALLY

’1111111!Iti

weddings, forma. etc REASONABLE RATES. quality work in Wit.
low Glen sr* call Mena at 448-

ABORTION ALTERNATIVE

ternoon fat evening shift. available Good vote* & personality
Call BLAS at 290-3033

296.5439

John Lascurettes

NEED AO MILK 772AY...

T-SHIRTS for freternIties, sororities,

BARE IT ALL’ Stop shaving. waxing,
tweezing or trying chemical dept. -

THE STUDENT UNION RECREATION
& EVENTS CENTER Wil be ac-

0G
toe

SEWING AND ALTERATIONS Casual
and evenlng wear, specializing in

AVAILABLE (I) carriage
house apt (2) apt w shawl both
(3) room Phone 298-2374 Nonsmoker. no pets

APPOINTMENT

Sit 50 hr
be.
Appl welting dsy eves PT
S Boston, Ave. S J Cell Todd at

toy 06

PROOFREADING
EDITING
RE
SEARCH,. Quality work Call DEE
at (408)292-7029

UNITS

SETTING
Part time, $20005
POSSIBLE, dolly coal Walking
distance from campus friendly
Al.
atmosphere
supportive

TELEMARKETING,

DOWN el

Daily Interruptim
ipmsw.

for your wedding party or dance
at reasonable rates Call Dertiree
or P011 .1 270-8960 or 922-7359

VERY NICE 2 becirm 2 5th apt (clean,
mar SJSU Please cal 288-9157
for into

own rnessege or hear slit different
messages left by others Thera
sr* metopes from poop* with all

WANTED - MANAGER FOR SOMan
roaming howee neer campus Ea.

knowledge

Non-smoker, no pets 225.7836
ROOMMATE TO SHARE large room in
2 berm apt 2 blocks from campus 5200
utilities. Call Leigh at
279-8850

U-SAVE AUTO RENTAL is looking for
counter person with slew in
auto rental business
Pay hrs
nag Please call 281-48416 for Into

and port lime positions ovellebN
Sterling 54-84 23 Pe Cell 1404)
44113953

FOREIGN STUDENTS & SCH01. ARC
Intl businesses & Investors seek
twitelgn nellonele with brat frynd

You’ve got the party. we’ve got
the music’ Michel Productions
providers wide variety ot music

people In the privacy of your
home It s so easy, When you call.
you will be told how to leave your

Work off script tor local broker
commission Cell
$I SO hr start

the pub 9249150

RM IN 4 BORM house on Monterey
end Skyway Gasket st $275 mo

phones, file things etc Relaxed
atmosphere, Siam o k Flexibie
hours, call Mark at 725-0455

AIDE tor preschool PT
56 hr. 6 who ECE rag HOBBIT
DAY NURSERY. 280-0683

ANT)

Larson at 257.7923
PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by
Desires Michel, formerly ot KSJS

SMALL OFFICE needs PT to answer

TEACHER

lir

Om

w personal vows, Plan now tor
summer ceremonies Cell Rev

RM in 4 bdrrn 2bth Wet al Blossom
*II nr 0.kridge.5265 rno non
smoker no pets 365-0136

406-978-2002
SOUTH BAY
BULLETIN BOARD
Now there
is. fast. awry wey to meet (futility

Jose. *cut/wt., Inc

SC

WHEQ YA LINNA (.1I
THAT kINI* N4oVtJU5T FOR. JuMPIN6

94087, 1.800-USA -1221. e01.8153.

motion. 0.11 374-7454 evenings

Roxanne at 296-3816

HEY, MR. PIN6LEMAM!
ME I PANNY’LL 54tirS1
114 EMMY
/11,4’P
PDXES
THE 511ZE Pt A SIC,
HFlf:B)/5!
ItI2 YOU:
WE
WILL?

PLANNING A WEDDING? Looking for
a
non -denominational
service

II without credit check You repair Also toix delinquent foreclosures call (605) 682-7555, eat H.
1513 for repo list your area

NEEDED PART TIME sales assistant

000 OBO (408) 971-7685

FOR SALE

HOUSING
REPOSSESSED VA A HUD HOMES
available from government from

3

mfr. graphics.
many programs and *Gras, St..

color

ceive, thus ensuring the best pos.
sibi list Our service is low-cost
and guaranteed’ Cell or write
Student Aid Services, 108 F Fremont Ave. .176. Sunnyvale. Cs

Santa Clary (between San

Tomas & icon)

Call 942-2470
MORNING WORK" $7 hr for health
care aide with disabled grad. Will
tran trans needed 356-2716

SERVERS Full part lime security
officer’s all shifts Full part lirne

floppy.,

Blvd

Gary Delamore

and eight in the second.
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Though students from under-represented groups will be particularly
encouraged to take the course and
participate in the program, all students are encouraged to get involved, the proposal says.
Program
advisers
have approached the Associated Students, as
well as other sources, for funding to
cover the costs of office space, supplies, services. and publicity. Shiras
said.
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The Senate needs accurate numbers as to whether the CSU has surplus parking funds: it would be more
likely to pass a resolution that
doesn’t appear to "sell out" the faculty union position, she added.
"You could tee the tension in the
room when this came up," Sivertsen
said.
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and Student
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"It’s sort of like a Rig Sister/Big
Brother program." she said.
In addition, peers will gain valuable eyellelICC through their assistance to others while earning acadeilli, l’red it.
Peel leaders must enroll in Comiminit5 Concepts 1 57. Students in
the class are taught about a wide
ange oi campus resources so they
55 ill kno 55 where to direct students
ith spec it it’ problems.
The
hie
peer participants currently taking the course are working
to des clop the program, said faculty
ad% isir Marilyn Rumelhart. Begin-
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With the resolution presented on
Monday. "the students can’t win.
Not in this body. There not going to
win on our turf," Sivertsen said.
McCarthy said he brought the
issue before the body because he
wanted academic senators to the address "the inequity- in the fee structure.
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MAC & PC
RENTALS
DAILY WEEKLY,
MONTHLY RATES

Computers To Go
539 S

Murhpy S’Vale

408/746-2945

$25,200
PAYS FOR
A LOT OF
COLLEGE.

In the Army, while
you’re training in a valuable skill, you could earn
up to $25,200 for college
or approved vocal( mall
technical training
through the Montgomery
Cl Bill Plus the Army
College hind. That’s
money that could help
you attend just ibout any
educational prtigram you
choose.
Talk it over with your
local Army Recruiter
000 Stevens Creek nlvd.
Suite 175
Sen Jose, CA 95129
Tel 245-8280

ARAlt
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Go ahead and gloat. You can
rub it in all the way to Chicago
with AT&T Long Distance Service.
Besides, your best friend Eddie
was the one who said your team
could never win three straight.
So give him a call. It costs a
lot less than you think to let him
know who’s headed for the Playoffs.
Reach out and touch someone
If youd like to know more about
AT&T products and services, like
International Calling and the AT&T
Card, call us at 1 800 222-0300.

Alex Sum University of Washington Class of 1990

ATO

The right choice.

